Well it's back to school for '69 eh kiddies! Well so is TREASON and we hereby send revolutionary greetings to all our comrades. For the people who didn't see TREASON last year and for those who did but who have forgotten TREASON is the H.H.S. revolutionary libertarian socialist underground newspaper. If you would like to help TREASON (literary and monetary contributions and help with distribution are all welcome) please write to us: TREASON (S.I.L.), c/o 120 Greville St. Prahran 3181

"What is the job of the conscript? KILL!
What is the conscript's duty to his country? KILL!
What does the conscript do in Viet Nam? KILL!
Why? .......... FOR PEACE?"

TREASON's give-away special this issue is the pamphlet "Why Register for National Service?". People Distributing it have been charged with offences ranging from breaking Council by-laws to inciting breach of Commonwealth law. The reason why the government is taking such repressive measures to prevent distribution is that if men refuse to fight then the government cannot wage war -- in this case the criminal war of aggression against the Vietnamese people. We believe that our government is fighting a war of aggression and is using immoral, fascist methods (conscription) to force young men to fight, die and kill for them. We declare our support for those who hand out the leaflet and for those who refuse to register.

HELL NO! WE WON'T GO! ; REFUSE TO KILL.............WRECK THE DRAFT

"RUN THE BASTARDS OVER"

SOLIDARITY with the Czech Communist Party and Czech revolutionary students and workers against Russian imperialist aggression!
PIG for PREFECT

SIR Henry BOLTE knows......
A PIG has all the qualities needed for leadership in this society

But seriously comrades, TREASON thinks it's rather disgusting that so many students are deceived by the "democratic elections" crap purveyed by the administration to keep up a 'liberal-democratic' image, which is presumably supposed to keep capitalism, the education dept. and secondary students all reasonably happy and contented. Of course the factor which makes prefect elections such a mockery of real democracy (even if they aren't rigged) is that no-one ever consulted students as to whether they want prefects anyway.

The prefect system tends to create an elite of bully-boys for repressive school authority. In return for a good report when they leave school and some priveleges these pigs are willing to sell out their fellow students and become "Uncle Toms" entrusted with the job of policing some of the more ridiculous school rules (often, as part of their priveleges prefects don't have to obey the rules which they force other students to). The prefect system breeds hypocrites and egomaniacs ...... it creates a class structure within the student body. TREASON says ...... the jobs which are in fact beneficial which the prefects carry out at present could be carried out without the creation of the 'prefect class'. The present system is evil and must be smashed.

VOTE!
1. BRETT
2. SHAW
3. NAUGHTEN
4. PEARSON

wreck prefects!